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tub or tank. As such, optimum consumption of the liq

LIQUID DETERGENT DISPENSING APPARATUS

uid detergents cannot be realized, and as an additional

FOR WASHING MACHINES

consequence, consumption of the electric energy neces
sary to heat the resulting wash liquid solutions is rela

’

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

5

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object of the present invention to provide a
detergent dispensing apparatus for a washing machine
which overcomes the above-discussed drawbacks of the

Thepresent invention relates to a liquid detergent
dispensing apparatusfor use in washing machines, and
_ more particularly, to a liquid detergent dispensing appa

ratus for automatically metering and dispensing vari

known liquid dispensers and washing machines.
The liquid detergent dispensing apparatus of the pres
ent invention is adapted for use in conjunction with
conventional type program/sequence control devices
and is adapted to automatically and reliably identify
different pre-wash, soak and wash phases of each single
selected washing sequence, without requiring the pro

able quantities of detergent products during various'
phases or cycles of a washing sequence of a washing
machine.

'

2. Description of the Related Art

Washing machines, particularly garment washing
. machines and dishwashing machines; are known which
, provide a drawer like or similar detergent container

that is subdivided into plural separate compartments.
each adapted to contain pre-established, metered quan

gram/sequence control device to be specially modi?ed
or adapted, thus avoiding the use of relatively complex
and expensive control devices, and thereby providing
for the regulation in advance of precise dosages of liq

. stities of_ powder or liquid detergent'rproducts to be,

added during different phases-0r cycles of an ‘on-going
washing sequence. The container is in communication‘

uid detergent to be added as a function of the actual

via a ?exible conduit with the machine’s wash tub or ‘

tank which is disposed below the container. Further,
such detergent containers are generally provided with

tively increased.

25

suitable control apparatus .which' is actuated by the
machine’s program/sequence control device. The ma
chine is adapted toselectively apply an inlet water ?ow '

through a corresponding-_compartnient of the detergent
container during the vario'us'phases or cycles of a se- ,

lected washing sequence to" thereby ?ush off and con

amount of the wash‘ load (garments or dishes) to be
introduced into the machine’s wash tub or tank in con

nection with'the selected washing sequence.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
_ The liquid detergent dispensing apparatus of the pres
ent invention will be further described by way of a

non-limiting example with reference to the accompany

ing drawing in which:

vey into the machine’s wash tub or tank a pre-estab
._ lished quantity of powder or liquid detergent contained
in the compartment through which the inlet water flow

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of the liquid deter
gent dispensing apparatus according to the present in
35 vention.
was applied.
‘
Washing machines are also known which include at
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
least one storage reservoir that is capable of containing
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
a suf?cient supply of a liquid detergent to permit several '
washing sequences to be carried out, in contrast to the

previously '_ described detergent container which is
adapted for carrying out only a single washing sequence
at a time. The'storage reservoir'is provided in communi

_ A liquid detergent dispensing apparatus of the present
invention is adapted for installation in washing ma

chines, particularly garment washing and dish washing
' machines. Such machines are provided with a wash tub

or ‘tank communicating with a detergent container hav
cation with the machine’s was tub or tank and includes
ing plural separate compartments. Each compartment is
electro-magnetic shut-off valves or other suitable con-.
trol devices that are actuated to open or close respon 45 adapted to contain a powder or liquid detergent prod
sive to the machine’sprogram/sequence control device. uct required for carrying out a phase or cycle of the
selected washing sequence of the machine. Further, the
Such a reservoir. is further associated with a known

machine is provided with at least one dispenser/reser
voir ‘containing a quantity of liquid detergent as re
quired for carrying out the pre-wash and wash phases of
several washing sequences of the machine. The dispen
ser/reservoir in communication with the detergent
container preferably via at least one constant-delivery

dispenser which is adapted to vallow pre-established,
constant quantities of liquid detergent to be added to the

wash tub or tank of the machine during the pre-wash
and wash phases of the washing sequence to be carried

out by the machine, together with the necessary water
in?ow'am'ounts of the respective wash phases.
Although the above-described known dispensers and
washing machines are certainly capable of operating in

metering pump which is adapted to selectively add
quantities of the liquid detergent to the wash tub or tank
which are exactly proportional to the duration of time
during which the pump is switched on.

a satisfactory and reliable manner, such dispensers and

washing machines have a signi?cant‘ drawback in that it
is necessary to provide program/sequence control de—

Such machines are further provided with a conven

vices that are specially designed and to identify'the 1

tional' electro-mechanical or electronic program/se

various pre-wash, soak and wash phases of the corre

quence control device which allows for a plurality of
washing sequences to be duly carried out by the ma
chine as selected ‘in advance by the user. The user se—

"sponding selected washing sequence, to thereby enable
command of the appropriate quantity of liquid deter

liquid detergent, regardless-of the actual amount of the

lects the washing sequence by properly setting the ap
propriate cycle selectors and control elements provided
on the machine’s control panel.
Particularly, the program/sequence control device
interacts, via clearance-compensated linkage systems,

wash load (i.e. garments or dishes) existing in the wash

with an actuating member (i.e. a sliding piston, a rotary

‘gent to be selectively added to the wash tub or tank

during each of the phases. A further drawback in such
known dispensers and washing machines is that such are
adapted to add only pre-de?ned, ?xed quantities of '

65
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disc or similar device) which is provided in the deter

ment setting of the actuator member 22 of the detergent

gent container and which'is capable of being displaced
into different adjustment positions or settings (respon

container 23 is" displaced during the pre-washed phase

sive to-lthe program/sequence control device) during

ber 22 of the detergent container 23 is displaced during
the wash phase of the selected washing sequence.
When the frequency multiplier 5 is enabled by the
logic circuit 12, the frequency multiplier 5 generates a

and when the adjustment setting of the actuator mem

each phase of the selected washing sequence. By con
trolling the actuating member in such a manner, the

detergent products contained in the corresponding
compartments of the detergent container are added
selectively into the wash tub or tank.

_ square-wave signal having a frequency which is a multi

Having described the environment in whichthe pres

lator 1, and as ‘such, the electronic counter 6 counts the

ent invention is_applicable, the liquid detergent dispens

pulses of the frequency multiplied signal. On the other
hand, when the frequency multiplier 5 is inhibited by

ple of the frequency of the signal generated by the oscil

ing apparatus of the present invention will now‘ be de

scribed in detail with reference to FIG. 1.
the logic control circuit 12, the electronic counter 6
The liquid detergent dispensing apparatus of the pres-I ' counts the pulses of the square-wave signal (a non-fre
ent invention includes an oscillator 1 for generating a
quency multiplied signal) which is generated directly by

constant-level square-wave signal. The frequency of the

the oscillator 1.

square-wave signal output by the oscillator 1 is variable
responsive to a'setting of the adjustment knob 2. The

The logic circuit 12 is also connected to the reset
input 8 of the‘elecitronic counter 6, and the electronic

adjustment knobv 2 has pre-?xed adjustment settings and

counter 6 is connected to a heating element 14 via an

is provided on the machine’s control panel. The adjust 20 electronic sensor 15. The heating element 14 is provided
ment knob 2 istumed to an appropriate adjustment
for heating the wash liquid solution of the machine’s

setting prior to starting a corresponding selected wash

wash tub or tank”. The electronic sensor 15 is for

ing sequence, ‘the setting being maintained throughout

detecting whether the heating element 14 is switched on

the selected washing sequence. The setting position of

or off with respect to the electric circuitry of the ma

the-adjustment knob 2 corresponds to an actual quantity 25 chine and for converting the thus detected state of the
of liquid detergent which is to be added to'the wash tub
heating element 15 into a corresponding logic state
or ,tank 20 in the pre-wash and wash phases of the se
which is applied to the electronic counter 6. The elec
lected washing sequence.
v
tronic counter- 6 is enabled by the electronic sensor 15.
I The liquid detergent dispensing apparatus further
More particularly, the electronic counter 6 is enabled
includes a driver 3, of a conventional type, for driving 30 (i.e. is switched on) when the heating element 14 is

an electric motor 4 of the previously described liquid
detergent metering pump21. The driver 3 is operatively

switched on, and the electronic counter 6 is inhibited

(i.e. switched off) when the heating element 14 is
switched off.

' Y connected to the oscillatorl via a frequency multiplier

5 and a digital electronic counter 6. The frequency
multiplier 5 generates a square-wave signal having a

The operation of the liquid detergent dispensing ap
paratus of the present invention having the above

frequency equal to a pre-de?ned multiple of the fre- I} described con?guration will now be described.

quency generated by the oscillator 1, and the electronic
counter 6 is for counting the pulses of the square-wave
signals generated by the frequency multiplier 5.
'

Initially, after having set the desired washing se
quence via the program/sequence control device 25 and
the setting of the adjustment knob 2 in accordance with
The liquid detergent dispensing. apparatus further 40 the nature and degree of soiling and the quantity of the

includes a power supply 7 connected to a main power _

supply of the washing machine and supplying operating
power to the oscillator 1, the frequency multiplier 5,
and‘ the electronic counter 6.

'

More particularly, the power supply 7 is connected at
a reset input 8_vof the electronic counter 6 via. an. RC
circuit consisting of a capacitor '9,(connected to the

45

output 10 of the power supply 7) and a resistor 11 (con
nected to ground), so as to generate a peak voltage
adapted to reset the electronic counter 6 each time the 50
power supply 7 is switched on.

'

>

'

The frequency multiplier 5 is also connected to a
logic electronic circuit 12 which is associated with an
electric micro-switch 13 connected to the machine’s

wash load, the machine is started and begins to operate
by carrying‘ out the pre-wash phase of the selected
washing sequence. It is noted that the setting of the
adjustment knob 2 is carried out to achieve optimum
consumption of the liquid detergent and optimum con
sump'tion of the electric energy required to heat up the
washing solution, the setting of the adjustment knob 2
establishing a quantity of liquid detergent product to be
added during the washing sequence.
The program/sequence control device 25 of the ma
chine then causes the actuator member 22 of the deter
gent container to be automatically displaced into an

appropriate adjustment setting provided for the pre
washed phasein which water is gradually let into the
wash tub or- tank. However, for reasons described here
inafter, ‘the liquid detergent stored in the dispenser/
reservoir 24 of the machine is not yet dispensed into the

electric circuitry and capable of being actuated between
opened and closed states responsive to the previously
described actuator member 22 of the detergent ‘con
tainer 23 as it is displaced from one to the other one of

wash ‘tub or tank 20. The action of the actuator member
22 of the detergent container 23 actuates the micro
products are .respectively added to the wash tub or tank 60 switch 13: which in turn causes the logic circuit 12 to
20 during the pre-wash and wash phases of each __s_e
enable the frequency multiplier 5 as discussed above.

its adjustment settings in which the liquid detergents

lec'ted washing sequence. Particularly, the logic circuit

Further, during thisinitial pre-wash phase of the wash
ing sequence, the program/sequence control device 25

‘12 detects the functional state of the micro switch 13

(i.e. whether the micro switch 13 is switched on'or off),
and'outputs a corresponding logic state (i.e. “0” or “l”),

the output being applied to the frequency multiplier 5.

maintains-the heating element 14 in an off state to allow

65. a speci?ed

' As such, the logic circuit 12 enables and .inhibits the
operation of the frequency multiplier 5 when the adjust- .

amount of water to enter the wash tub or

tank20. As such, the electronic sensor 15 will detect
that the heating'ele'ment 14 is in a deenergized state,
and, therefore, will inhibit the operation of the elec

5,195,338
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tronic counter 6 (Le. the electronic counter 6 will be in
an off state). The electronic counter 6 will have in turn

6

Then, the main wash phase is initiated by applying
' fresh water into the wash tub or tank 20 until a predeter

been reset 'by the voltage peak generated by the RC

_mined ?ll level is reached. During this ?lling of the

circuit 9, 11 upon the energizing of the electronic com

wash tub or tank 20,‘ the heating element 14 is in a deen

ponents by the power supply 7.

ergiz'ed state and, accordingly, the electronic counter 6,

- i

Further, the frequency multiplier 5 will start generat
ing square-wave pulses having a frequency which is a

the driver 3 and the electric motor 4 of the liquid deter
gent metering pump are switched off. As such, a condi

multiple of the frequency of the pulses generated'by the

tion is created in which liquid detergent products are
not permitted to'be dispensed and added into the wash

oscillator 1. However, since the electronic counter 6 is

in an inhibited state, the frequency multiplied pulses of
the frequency multiplier 5 are not counted by the elec
tronic counter 6._Under this state, the electronic counter
6 will maintain the driver 3 of the electric motor 4 ofthe‘
rvtliquid-dete'r'gennt metering pump in an off state, whereby

tub or tank 20.

Thereafter, when the predetermined water ?ll level
has been? reached, the heating element 14 is energized,
thus enabling the electronic counter 6 (via the elec
tronic sensor 15). As a result, the electric motor 4 of the

no liquid detergent will be added into the machine’s 15 liquid detergent metering pump 21 is switched on via
wash tub or tank 20.
the'driver 3, whereby liquid detergent will start to be

Thereafter, the'heating element 14 is switched on and
energized by the program/sequence control devicev 25

' dispensed and added into the wash tub or tank 20 for the

main wash phase.

when the inlet water reachesa predetermined level .

Under these circumstances, the electronic counter 6

‘within the wash tub or tank 20. As such, the electronic, 20 will initiate a count of the pulses of the square-wave
sensor 15 will detect the energized state of the heating
signals generated directly by the oscillator 1 (since the
element 14 and,e.accordingly,_will output a logic state
frequency multiplier 5 is inhibited or turned off). As
" fore'nabling the ‘electronic counter 6. Then, the elec
soon as the speci?ed pulses of the square-wave signal
tronic counter 6 will cause the electric motor 4 of the
have been counted, i.e. when the entire quantity of the
liquid-detergent metering pump 21 to be activated re-_ 25 electric detergent product intended for the main wash
sponsive to the driver 3. This will result in the addition
phase has been added to the water ?lled wash tub or
of liquid detergent into the water ?lled wash tub or tank
'tank 20, the electronic counter 6 causes the electric
motor 4 of the liquid-detergent metering pump 21 to be
20. Also, at the same time, the electronic counter 6 upon
being enabled will count the pulses'of the’frequency
automatically switched off via the driver 3, thereby

multiplied square-wave signals outputby the frequency 30 discontinuing the addition of the liquid detergent into
multiplier 5. Then, when the electronic ‘counter 6 has

the wash tub or tank 20.

completed counting of a specified number of pulses of '

Thereafter, the program/sequence control device 25

the frequency multiplied square-wave signals generated

acts to control the wash execution, in a conventional

_ by the frequency multipliers and set via‘ the adjusting

way, of further possible wash cycles and phases and

knob 2 (i.e. atlsuch time the entire quantity of liquid
detergent intended for the pre-wash cycle has been

35

subsequent rinsing phases of the selected washing se
quence, 'without further actuation of the liquid-deter

actually added into the wash tub or tarik'20 for mixing _

gent metering pump 21 and, as a consequence, without

with the pre-?lled water), the electronic counter 6 will

further'addition of liquid detergent products into the

automatically cause the driver 3 to be deactivated,

metering pump 21 to be deactivated, and as a conse

wash- tub or tank 20, until such time the electronic
counter _6 is again reset and made ready to operate in the
above-described manner for carrying out further wash

quence, discontinuing the addition of the liquid deter

ing sequences of the washing machine.

thereby'causing the'motor 4 of the liquid detergent
gent product into the wash tub or tank 20.

40

~

What is claimed is:
1. A liquid detergent dispensing apparatus for use in a
prev-wash cycle, and at the end of this cycle, the‘entire 45 washing machine, the washing machine including a

In this ‘manner, the washing machine carries out the

_ volume of the wash solution contained in the wash tub '

' wash tank, a liquid detergent reservoir, and a multicom
or tank of the machine is discharged from the machine, - partmerit detergent container in ?uid communication
and the heating element 14 is temporarily switched "off - ' with the wash tank and in fluid communication with the

by the program/sequence control device 25. As‘such, a
condition is created in which the washing machine is 'set

50

detergent reservoir via a metering pump, the multicom
partment detergent container having an actuator associ

and ready for proceeding with the washing sequence by

‘ated therewith which is responsive to a control device

carrying out the next washing phase.

to place at least one compartment of the multicompart
ment detergent container in fluid communication with

,

7

Before the next washing phase is actually initiated,
the program/sequence control device 25. acts to cause
the actuating member 22 of the detergent container 23

the wash tank, the washing machine further including a
55 heating element which is responsive to the control de

' ' to be displaced in another control setting. That .is, 'a'

quantityof liquid detergent intended for the main wash
phase is added into'the wash tub or tank 20, and "the
control of the actuator member 22 actuates the micro

swi'tch 13. That is‘, in the described example, the micro
ns'witch 13 is placed in an ON state, and in response the
logic state of the logic circuit 12 is changed to thereby
inhibit the operation of the frequency multiplier 5. The
frequency multiplier 5 is in an inhibited or off state and
the electronic counter 6 is reset. As such, the apparatus 65

is in a state ready foroontrol of the addition of the liquid
detergent products into the wash tub or tank 20 during
the main wash phase of the washing process.

vice to heat a solution of the wash tank, the washing

detergent dispensing apparatus comprising:
setting'meahs for setting a quantity of liquid detergent
to be added to the wash tank, wherein said setting
means ‘includes an oscillator for generating a ?rst

pulse signal having a frequency which is variable,
the frequency of the ?rst pulse signal correspond
ing to the quantity of liquid detergent to be added
to the wash tank; and,
drive means, operatively coupled to the heating ele
ment and the metering pump and the actuator and
said setting means, for selectively driving the me
tering pump for a period of time corresponding to

7
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the quantity of liquid detergent set by said setting

to dispense liquid detergent from the reservoir in

means in response to an operating state of the actu

. response to an output from said electronic counter

ator and the heating element;
wherein said drive means comprises (a) a frequency
multiplier means, operatively coupled to said oscil- 5

bles said metering pump drive means 'while count

means, wherein the electronic counter means ena

ing a number of pulses generated by said frequency
multiplier means while being enabled by said sen

, later, for operating in an enabled state to generate

a second pulse signal having a frequency which is a

sor means.

'

multiple of the frequency of the ?rst pulse signal
2. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said
generated by said oscillator, (b) logic circuit means, ‘electronic counter means disables said metering pump
operatively coupled to said frequency multiplier 10 .drive means upon counting a speci?ed number of pulses
means and the actuator, for enabling said frequency
of said second pulse signal.
multiplier means inresponse to the operating’ state
of the actuator, (c) ‘electronic ‘counter means, oper

‘ 3. An apparatus as recited in claim 2, wherein said
‘ electronic counter means includes a reset input opera

atively coupled to said ‘frequency multiplier means,
for operating in an enabled‘stateto count the ‘pulses
of the second pulse signal generated by said fre

tively coupled to said logic circuit means and opera
tively coupled to a power supply device via an RC
circuit for generating a peak voltage to reset the elec
tronic counter means each time the power supply de

quency multiplier means, (d) sensor. means, opera
tively coupled to said electronic counter means and

vice is switched on.
4. An apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said
counter means in response to an operating state of 20 electronic counter means operates in the enabled state -

the heating element, for enabling said electronic

the heating element, and (e) metering pump drive _ to count the pulses of the ?rst pulse signal generated by
means, operatively ‘coupled ‘to ‘said electronic

said oscillator when said frequency multiplier means is
disabled by logic circuit means.

counter means and the metering pump, foroperat
ing in an enabled state to cause the metering pump

8
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